Foam Santa
The workbench
 Cotton wool
 2 foam cones (2 different sizes, the small is the hat so must fit round ball foam)
 Round foam ball (to fit large cone foam) for the head
 Red and yellow poster paint (non toxic) and brush
 Tinsel (red and gold/silver)
 2 Glitter pom pom’s (yellow and white)
 Red glitter
 Doll glasses (optional) (craft retailers)
 1 packet pipe cleaners (red, black, white)
 2 bells
 2 plastic push in eyes
 1 small piece colored paper
 red feathers
 3 skewer sticks (kebab sticks)
Step 1.
Paint the cones red, the ball yellow; sprinkle the cones with glitter; dry then glue the red tinsel to the body bottom.
Bend a white pipe cleaner into a zigzag before pushing the ends into foam center (refer to the picture). Wrap black
and red pipe cleaners around the waist; bend the ends over and push them into the foam back, (refer to the picture).
Step 2.
Get an adult to cut a flat spot on top of the head (refer to the picture). Cut 2 oval shapes out of the paper then
push the plastic eyes through them before pushing them into the head, glue on the pom pom nose (yellow),
The beard and hair using the cotton wool; attach glasses and cut a pipe cleaner mouth and eye brows, secure by
bending the ends over and pushing them into the foam. Cut a skewer into 3 and push them into the top of the body,
get an adult to cut a small hole in the bottom of the head so the tip of the cone body can fit inside; add some glue
inside the head and push it on the skewers to secure the head to the body.
Step 3.
Glue the pom pom onto the hat top and tinsel around the bottom then using a skewer cut into 3 push half of each
stick into the hat bottom along with some glue and push the hat down onto the head. Cut the feathers into pieces
and roll the arm tube noodles into them after they have been painted red. Thread a bell onto the end of a pipe
cleaner; bend and twist it on to secure then thread on a tube noodle; push a skewer through and out of the body
at the top and push through the pipe cleaner before attaching the other tube noodle and twisting on the bell.

